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1. Introduction 

The abundant deuteron yiehl induced by high energy particlee 
/1-9/ from nuclei hae received coneiderable attention. The experi
mente carried out with proton beame impinging on light and medium 
nuclear target (from Be to pt)/1-3/ ehowed a weak dependence of 
the deuteron-to-proton ratio on the projectile momentum and its re
gular increeBe with .terget meee numbar. The reeulte could not be ex
plained by the etatieticel model /5/. But they were deecribed satie
fectorily by the coeleecence model/3,5/. Th~oaleecence model wee 

also applied to nuclear collieione in order to explain the light frag
ment production/6-9/. 

It ehould be noted that alI the quoted experimente were per
formed with counter technique. So, in the meaBuremente of the frag
ment production croes eectinne they are conetrained to a given angle. 
Moreove r , in euch an arrangement it is impoesible to identify the 
reaction and to study the correlation between the secondary particlee. 

üwing to nuclei accelerated up to relativiatic energies at 
.the Dubna eynchrophaeotron, the unique chance eppeared to investigate 
nuclear fragmentation proceeses. The ch~rged fragmenta with relati
vely high momenta produced in nucleus-proton collieions, for example, 
in a hydrogen bubble chamber, ellow one to reconetruct the full pic

ture of reactiona in moat cases. 

2. Experimental Results and Diocuseion 

The 1m hydrogen bubble chamber wae expoaed to a 4He. beam et a 
8.6 GeV/c momentum. Different reections were investigated. In parti
cular, croes sectione of 9~uteron production and deuteron momentum 
distributione/ 10/ were measured et a 8.6 GeV/c 4He momentum. Later 
on ell the experimental quentities are considered in the 4He pro
jectile rest frame. The deuterons are proved to be predominantly re
sidual onee, i.e.,they bave spectator-like charecterietice. They are 
distributed almoet isotropically, end a typical maximum is eeen neer 
a value of 120 MeV/c itl their momentum epectrum. On the other hand, 
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a eignificant part of the produced deuterona is evidently of a non
spectator nature. To explain their origin is the main eubject of the 
analyeie carried out in th~s papar. 

If one comes to nothing more than pionleee reactione, deute
rone are eupplied only by the following two channele: 

p4He~ ddp (407 evente), (1) 

p4He --.+ dppn (2783 evente). (2) 

Both reactions are conetrained kinematically. The reaction (1) is 
notable for the ueual preeance of one epectator-deuteron.This is 
eaey to see from figo 1, where the slower deuteron momentum and an
~ular dietributions of the elower deuteron are dieplayed in the pro
jectile rest frame. The othar (fast) deuteron and the laading proton 
forro a pair that is governed naturally by the quaei two-particle ki
nematice. For example, the points correeponding to the leading pro
ton and the faet deuteron of the reaction (1) are located near the 
curve representi~g the pd elastic scattering kinematics on two-di
meneional momentum versue polar angle plote This proof ie ineuffi 
cient to make the quasi-elaetic knock-out responeible for the faet 
d~uteron production. On the contrary, the elope of the differential 
cross eection do-/d't "" i /lU/of the reaction (1), fi tted over a 
range of (0.0, 0.3) (GeV/c)2, turned out to be too emall (b~7.0 ! 
0.7 (GeV/c)-2) in comparison with the elope of pd elaetic scatter
ing (b=22.4 ! 0.1 (GeV/c)-2)* Bnd to be close to the value, charac
teristic for NN elastic scattering. Theee facts speak in favour of 
the deuteron formation in the course of the reaction. As far as the 
react~on (2) ie concerned, it is shown that the evente with rela
tively small deuteron momenta ( Pd < 0.7 GeY/c) 'proceed via the doub
le ecattering of the leading proton on the 4He nucleus. In thie caee 
the reeidual deuteron is a spectator/11/. Taking this result as 
a starting-point and aseuming that the deuteron is formed from a 
(p, n) pair by meana of the final state interaction, one can propose 
a number of simple diagrame to describe the deuteron production 
(fig. 2). The charge exchange cpannel (623 eventa with leading neut
ron) ia excluded from the preeent analysis. Methodical cute were app
lied to reject the evente, in which, by mietake~ the concurrent hy
pothesis waa chosen, as proton-deuteron ambiguity cannot be resol
ved uniquely on the basie of ionization loeeee. Ae a consequence of 
the latter fBct, 212 evente were discarded. So, 1948 charge reten

*) This value wss obtained from the 1m HBC data taken at a 
3.3 GeV/c deuteron momentum. 
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Fig. 1. Momentum (a) and angular (b) distributions of the slow deu
teron from the p4He~pdd reaction. 
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Fig. 2. Diagrame of pionlees4:'~:1~::~... reactions with deuteron production 
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in double scattering processes 
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tion events were used in the analyais of the p4He~pdpn reaction.
 
The leading proton on the diagrama in figo 2 i8 denoted by
 

'11 "f . Diagram a) Tepresenta the double scattering undergone by the 
leading proton and a residual deuteron; diagram b) correaponds to 
the final state interaction between recoil and spectator nucleons 
to give rise to the deuteron; diagram c) is the analogue of the pre
vious case but two recoil nuc Leonss t í.ck 'together. The last diagram 
d) deacribes the p4He -+ pdd reaction. Diagrams with the leading deu
teron are not preaented becauae no such events were found. 

The compariaon of the diagrama a), b ) and c) in fig. 2 leads 
to the following resulta: the fastest deuteron ia expected in the 
caBe c) and the sloweat one ,in the caae a). For convenience the 
momenta of aecondary particles of the p4He~pdpn reaction were put 
in the descending order. So, aubscript 1 corresponds to the leading 
particle. The statistica was divided into three groupa in accordance 
with the deuteron poaition on the momentum ladder. Table 1 doea not 
contain any column with leading deuteron for the reaaon mentioned 
above , 

Table 1.	 Average momenta and forward-backward àsymmetries 
for'secondary particles in the p4He -+ pdpn reac
tion. The chamber analyzing power is taken aa an 
~rror of the average momenta. 

~ 
ubscript 

Particle 
subscr1pt 

2 3 4 

1.733 :!: 0.015 
1.00 :!: 0.042 

0.679 :!: 0.015 
0.895 :!: 0.040 

1 1.916 :!: 0.015 
1.00 :!: 0.09 

1.826 :!: 0.015 
1-.000 ~ 0.062 

2 IO.536 : o.015\ 
0.717 - 0.078 

0.616 :!: 0.015 
0.828 :!: 0.057 

3 0.316 :!: 0.015 
0.281 :!: 0.066 

1~·295 ~ 0.0151 
0.268 - 0.045 

0.386 :!: 0.015 
0.327 :!: 0.031 

0.165 :!: 0.015 
0.107 :!: 0.064 

0.162 :!: 0.015 
0.126 :!: 0.044 

\0.163 ! 0.015,\ 
0.136 :!: 0.030 

Number of 
events 

250 530 1168 

, 
AlI squares of table 1 compriae of two values: the upper and 

lower ones which are the average momentum in GeV/c and forward-back
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ward aaymmetry, respectively. To stress the deuteron quantities, 'the 
correaponding squares are marked. The characteristics of the slowest 
deuteron (aubscript 4) coincide with those of the ea~lier published 
data at a douteron momentum below 0.7 GeV/c/11/ (diagram a) in 

fig. 2). 
Now another extreme case of the p4He~pdpn reaotion will be 

studied, namely that with a feat d~uteron. Here the deutoron follows 
immediately the leading proton on the momentum ladder (subscript 2). 
In this case the expected predominance of the diagram c) in fig. 2 
would result in a apectator-like distribution for slow nucleons 
labelled 3 and 4. The deuteron distributions 'should be similar to 
those of t he faat deuter-on from the "8upplementarY"p4He~pdd reac

tion. 
Figure 3 diaplaya the momentum and solid anglo diatributione 

of the two alow nucleons from the p4He ~ pdpn reaction (deutoron 
subscript 2). One can see that the momentum distribution ie a typi
cal ~pect8tor-like oue snd the nuclaona are, diatributed almoat iao
trppically. The deuteron momentum and polar angle distributions for 
the above clas8 of eventa are preeented in fig. 4 a) and b), res
pectively. Tbe distributions of the fast deuteron from the p4He-.pdd 
reaction are diaplayad as well. The histograms are normalized to the 
same amount of eventa. It is easy to note that both aventa are in 
good agreement. Thus, the hypotheais of adequacy between the diagram 
c) in fig. 2 and the studied process can be considered to be provad. 

The dia~ram b) in fig. 2 and the third column of table 1 cor
respond to an interim case when the recoil and apactator nuclaons 
coalesce	 to forro a deuteron by means of the final state interaction. 
The 4He full break-up reaction e the supplemental channe l, in thisí 

case. Howevar, the kinematics of tbe full break-up cannot be repro
duced completely. For that very reaaon we compare only the p4He~ pdd 
a nd p4He --;)o pdpn reactions wi th one fast deuteron. Of course, the 
scheme under study is idealized to some extent. There exist areaa 
where the diagrams overlap. Other diagrama, e.g.,diagrams with sing
le scattering Buffered by the leading particle (fig. 5), can contri 

bute. 
Azimuthal correlation results, however, show evidence for a 

small probability of these processes in the p4He~pdpn reaction. 
Table 2 liats the asymmetriea aTound 90° in the relative azimutbal 
angle diatribution of secondary particles which are paired after put
ting their momenta in the d~Bcending order. The combinationa contai
ning a deuteron are marked again. 
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Fig. 5. Examplee of the diagrame 
.deecribing deuteron production ~n 
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Fig. 6.	 Momentum (a) and angular (b) dietributione: the full linee 
denote the dietributione of the faet 'deuteron from p4He~pdd 
and thoee of tbe total momenta of the recoil proton-neut
ron paire from p4He ~pdepn joined together; in the latter 
reaction de denotes epectator deuteran. The daehed linee j
repreeent the dietributione of the total momentum af the two 
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Table 2. Asymmetriee in the relative azimuthal anglee of 
the paire of secandary par-t LcLea 

~ 
eubscrip 

Paire 
of 
particlee 

2 3 4 

(1,2) 0.911 ! 0.086 I 0.918 ! 0.059 0.883 ! 0.039 
0.453 ! 0.032(1,3) 0.426 ! 0.069 I 0.384 ! 0.047[ 

(1,4) 0.224 ! 0.065 
. +

0.147 - 0.044 10.048 ± 0.0291 

(2,3) tJ.071 z 0.064 J I 0.063 ~ 0.0441 0.029 ! 0.• 029 
(2,4 ) b.006 ! 0.Ó64 0.052 ! 0.044 \0.094 ~ 0.03~l 

0.088 - 0.030(J,4) 0.030 ! 0.964 1-0.025 ! 0.0441 

Tbe azimuthal aeymmetriee of paire invalving the leading par
ticle (eubecript 1) are preeented in the upper half af the table. 
Large valuee of tbe asymmetries reflect the kinematics af tbe pro
ceeses in transversal momentum epace. The weaker correlatian bet
weén the deuteron and leading proton, the lower deuteron momentum 
is observed. The aame property can be aleo found in table 1. 

As Beco from the lower part of table 2, weak correlations are 
observed in the relative azimuthal anglee between the partieles 2,3 
and 4. This fact doea not eontradiet the mechaniem preeented by the 
diagrame in fig. 2 (a,b,c) where theee particles come from different 
verticee or they are epectators (di~gram 2e). The characterieties of 

the faet deuterone from the "quasi-two-body" p4He~dd and p4He~pdpn 
proceeeee are compared above. The data are in·good agreement. 

Now we are going to examine the p4He~pa pn and p4He~pdd re
•	 8 

actione	 in cammon, both having a spectator deuteron. Tbe correspond
ing diagrame are preeented in fig. 2 a) and d). Evident coneurreney 
ie expected between these reactione under the aseumption that the 
deuteron formation proceeds via the final state interaetion of ~he 

two recoil nucleons which in turn come from the double Bcattering 
suffered by the leading proton. 

To teat thie hypotbe~is, the double ecattering prooeee was 
generated using the Monte-Carlo method. The Bas8el-Wilkin wave func
tion wa8 ueed to obtain the Fermi momentum dietributione of nucleons 
in the 4He nucleue. The energy eoneervation law wa8 ap~lied to de
termir.e the mae8 of off~aà8-ehell nucleone. In thie eas~ the deute
ron wao eUPPo8ed to be on~8e-ebell. The elope of the elaetie nue

recoil nucleone from the Monte-Carlo eample. leon-nueleon differential orose aection was uaed in the generation 
procese. 
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The modulus and angular distributions of the total momentum 
of the two recoil nucleons from the generated sample (3000 events) 
are compared wi th the' experimenta 1 one a , They are presented by the 
same distributions of the recoil proton.neutron pair and by tbe 
corresponding distributions of the fast deuteron, taken as a whole, 
from the p4He~pdapn and p4He~pdd reactions, respectively. 

Tbe resulte of the previous comparison are given in figo 6. 
The agreement between the generatad and experimental results confirma 
the proposed reaction mechanism.So, the generated sample can be com
pared separately with any of the reactinna under study in order to 
underatand a qualitative picture of tbe deuteron formation processo 

The modulua and angular diatributions of the fast deuteron mo
mentum from the p4He--~pdd reaction and the total momentum of the 
recoil nucleon pair from p4He~pdspn are compared in figo 7. Both 
distributions are normalized to the same amount of eventa for vi
sua lizat Lon , 

·The figure shows that deuterons are.formod from thosa nucleon 
pairs wbich have not too larga total momenta and relatively large 
polar anglea. Such a correlation ahowa an evidence in favour of the 
propoaed mechaniam for faat deuteron formation from recoil nucleona 
becaua8 it correaponds to the kinematics of quasi-elaatic scattering. 

The difference of two momentum vectora io referred to as a re
lative momentum for the resto The relative momentum and relative 
angular distributions of the recoil proton and neutron and the sama 
diatributiona for the recoil nucleona are demonstrated in figo 8 

from !he' p4He -;;. pdspn react ion and from the Monte-Carlo generated 
aample, reapectively. Tho different characters of the relative mo
mentum distributiona show evidence in favour of coaloacence. As a 
conaequenco, the nucleon paira with small relative momenta leave for 
the concurrent p4He-_.;.-pdd reactinn. Since the relative angular diat 

II 
ributiona are identical, there is no clear sign for the presence of 

! some angular correlationa caused by nucleon coaleacence. This last 
result arguea in favour of a random nature of the nucleon coales

111; 
I	 cence "mechaniam, and the temperature aeema to be the principal para

meter determining it. 

Conclusion 

The diatinguiahing features of faat deuteron formation in tbe 
p4He~pdd and p4He~pdpn reactions have been studied. Concretely.1

:1
the momentum and angular diatributions of faat deuterona are compa
red with each other and both of them are confronted with the results 
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Fig. 7.	 Momentum (a) and angular (b) distributions: the full linea 
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ron pair from p4He~Pdspn. where in tho laat case only the 
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of the Monte-Carlo eample generated in the framework of a simple 
multiple- scattering modelo AlI theae facte lesd to the conclusion 
that tbe bulk of nonspectator deuterona ie formed by nucleon coaleg
cenca via final state interaction. Thie coaleacence process ie of 
a random nature, and it ia deter.mined mainly by the proton and neut
ron relativa momenta. 
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